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Research Objective

• Context: double-monolingualism in the Japanese school 
system
• Japanese for domestic communication 

• English perceived as the only language for international 
communication

• Language Awareness as grassroots resistance to “only-
English” hegemony in the school system?
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1. Context

2. Materials development 

3. Practice (4th and 6th graders)

4. Self-directed teacher training

Plan



1. Context



Early English teaching in Elementary 
schools

• From 2020: EN compulsory for elementary 
school children, despite the resistances from 
practitioners/academia

• 35/70 hours a year only

• Ambiguity in policy: 
“In principle, English” but “it is possible to 
take up foreign languages other than 
English” (Course of Study, p. 54).
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• Kanji (漢字) : des caractères chinois assimilés à 
la langue japonaise

• Hiragana（ひらがな）: écritures syllabaries 
utilisés le plus souvent

• Katakana（カタカナ） : écritures syllabaries, qui 
s'utilisent principalement pour la notation des 
emprunts lexicaux aux langues étrangères

• ローマ字（alphabet roman）peu utilisé, sauf pour 
écrire des mots impossibles à écrire avec les 
caractères japonais 

Écritures du japonais
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・ Varieties of Roman alphabet using Linguistic Landscapes 

・ English Phonemes practice using “Phonics” 

Teachers’ agency in teaching 
languages 
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Inquiry-based learning using 
hieroglyphs, Tartarian tablets
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Teacher-researcher collaboration

• Collaboration with 2 teachers (Yuki, from a public primary 
school in Osaka, and Shino, private primary school in 
Kanagawa)

• Yuki and Shino met the presenter at a conference on ELT 
for young learners, encountered “Eveil aux langues”

• We agreed to develop the teaching materials of EvL
together
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2. Materials Development



Original English Textbook
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・Model dialogue in the English textbook :

“What do you want?” -“I want three tomatoes” 

-“Here you are”-“Thank you...”

・Teacher’s thoughts: The linguistic side just isn’t interesting. 

・Researcher’s Proposal: an Awakening to Languages

approach exploring ways to order in various marketplaces, 

with various languages
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Reference Materials
“Bon anniversaire” Kervran (2008)

students listen, transcribe, and compare scripts
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Materials contextualized: “Three apples, 
please”
Focusing primarily on languages of immigrants to Japan, 
geographically close languages, and languages found in their 
linguistic landscapes. 

Vietnamese Xin hãy bán cho tôi ba quả táo

Thai ขอแอปเปิล้สามลกู(คะ่)
Spanish Tres manzanas, por favor

Portuguese Três maçãs, por favor

Russian Мне три яблока, пожалуйста

Korean 사과세개주세요

Chinese 請給我三個蘋果

French Trois pommes, s’il vous plaît

German Drei Äpfel, bitte

English Three apples, please

Japanese りんごを三つください。 14
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3. The Practice



☆ almost all students opted to transcribe using katakana

Inventing signs+
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Comparing languages: Learner’s reflections

・Even though everyone listened to the same 
words, they heard them very differently. I 
wondered “do we all have different ears?”

・Maybe it’s hard to hear languages we haven’t 
spoken before (or maybe that we use 
Japanese characters might be related?)

⇒ Phonetic/Phonological awareness

Making hypothesis on writing systems
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Matching the writing systems
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・ I was surprised that those are the characters! I 
want to study more so I can understand them.

⇒ Burgeoning interest in diversity

・ I knew that in English it’s written “apple.” What I 
heard in Spanish, I thought they were similar when 
put into Roman characters. 

・ I already knew the Korean. I knew the English 
because we learn it at school. I could understand 
Spanish and Vietnamese when written in Roman 
characters. 

⇒ Noticing on the links between listening 
comprehension and writing systems

Reflections on writing systems
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waves in pronunciation

there are so many

on this same globe...

there are many small 
characters

it’s so difficult even though 
it means a very simple 

thing

ダニエレゥ先生
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6th Graders (Observations, Inferences)

・Why Foreign Languages were difficult to transcribe

“(Foreign languages and Japanese from the start) have different 
ways to pronounce [different ways of producing sounds, using the 
mouth].”

“(if different language learners listen to the same sounds) the way 
they hear it is different [ears are not used to it, sounds 
unconsciously change to ones you are familiar with].”

“(for the same sounds) if you try to represent foreign language 
sounds with the Japanese syllabary, there are a lot of possible 
combinations” 

→differences on mouth, ears, or writing systems? 22



What do the students learn?

・Transversality:
Increased interest in linguistic diversity

・For Japanese learners in particular:

Noticing the links between writing systems and ease of
pronunciation, using the plurality of Japanese language as a
pivot
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When literacy is different, learning 
from LA is also different

• Engaging in the pre-existing plurality in Japanese, and
learning of English phonemes enabled making links with 
other writing systems.

• Students become aware of the plurality in JP to navigate 
different semiotic systems
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4. Self-directed Teacher Training



What made the teachers autonomous?

• Yuki: Interested in EvL, developed the “apples” 
material  with the researchers, implemented it in 
her classes. Shared on networking.

• Shino: Knowing Yuki’s practice, contacted 
“National Ainu Museum”, collected resources of 
Ainu language and added it into “apples”, and 
shared the new version with Yuki.

• Yuki: Knowing Shino’s practice, implemented the 
new “Apples” materials,  and shared  learners’ 
reflections on teachers’ networks.
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Expanding on the Practice: Adding Ainu

4th graders’ reflections:

“I thought Japan was only 
Japanese, but there’s also Ainu!”

“I was surprised to learn that it 
is a language without letters!”

“I heard it’s a dying language;
I wanted to see being used!”
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• Engaging in plurality of the Japanese language
(decentering within the language itself) allows an 
affordance for Language Awareness

• LA itself promotes agency for decentering English as the 
only foreign language available

• Already skillful English teachers need the community of 
practice

In Summary
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1) action : Lesson planning and practice

2) development ：Connecting with others who share 
educational beliefs, developing one’s own materials, 
engaging in children’s learning (deepening understanding 
of the significance of materials development).

※）agency: Engaging in development free of institution-
level policy and other authorities (Not only having that 
freedom, but finding space and exercising it).

Teacher autonomy and agency
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The importance of anticipating preexisting constraints:

• acknowledging and as far as possible preparing teachers to 
address the constraints which might operate in practice on their 
actual freedom in these areas. (Smith, 2003)

In Japan, to overcome the constraints of a monolingual space where 
English is considered the only valid foreign language worth learning

And the constraints of isolation

⇒It is important to connect through communities of practice

Implications for teacher training
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